AB Process
Subcommittee
AB Process Change Management Subcommittee (ABPSC)

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Status updates (Manfred Koethe, 88Solutions):
    • Document Production and LaTeX
    • Pre-RFP Checklist
    • BNF
    • Specification Catalog
  – Pre-RFP Checklist: Ready for review and sign-off (by Jan monthly call)
  – Roadmaps: need visibility from TFs:
    • Operational / Strategic roadmaps
    • Technical roadmaps
  – Specification Catalog
    • Issues with classification (March QM) and machine readables
    • Finding definitions and specifications: propose a searchable resource, also terminology
  – Specifications Change Management
    • LaTeX in preference to Markdown; others? E.g. ASCIIDoc, ReSpec (W3C)
    • Hand-offs: content versus end to end formatted document
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  - N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  - LaTeX toolset
  - Text Origination Procedure manuals / guides
  - Templates review (and P/DTF Charter template)
  - Jira ballots to close out items already done / going forward

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  - Change Management
  - Written procedures and guides
  - Searchable resource for specs, terminology etc.

• **Monthly Meetings: 3rd Monday, 12 noon ET / 9am PT**
  - Jira triage and actions ([https://issues.omg.org/browse/ABPSC](https://issues.omg.org/browse/ABPSC))
  - January: LaTeX and / or BNF
  - Other standing items
Certification
AB Subcommittee
Certification SC

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – BPM+ certification still seeking funding – contact Terrence at milligan@omg.org
    • Questions drafted
  – UAF certification discussion (no big change but there is progress)
    • Model User exam question writing
  – SysML v2
    • Created the SysML Certification WG under the System Modeling Managed Community
  – OCEB2/BPM2
    • Work continues at a good pace
  – CISQ Dependable Developer
    • Based on Automated Source Code Quality Measures specification
    • Preliminary work has begun
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Status report – cert-23-12-01
  – Certification plenary presentation – cert-23-12-02
  – Certification SC meeting minutes – cert-23-12-03

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – None

• **Liaisons**
  – None at this meeting.

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – BPM+ Status
  – UAF Status
  – SysML v2 status
  – CISQ – Dependable Developer Certification
Specification Management
AB Subcommittee
Specification Management ABSC

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Reviewed Publication Plan (smsc/2023-11-01)
  – Updates to all FTF and RTF statuses
    • KPMN and SDMN extended to Feb only (out of time!)
    • Need to avoid this in future; should have chartered an FTF2 earlier
  – Formal queue review
    • Some actions pending
  – Specifications awaiting SMSC vote
    • Take to email vote (checklist to be used)
  – ISO Specs table updated: added ISO 5055
  – MVF: can progress this by end of year (people want to use it)
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – SMSC Review Checklist: smsc/22-06-04
    • Re-discovered from last June
    • To be filed where it can be found without already knowing about it!

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Motion to publish – email vote to be held:
    1. Space Telecommunications Interface (STI), v1.0 formal/23-11-01 smsc/23-11-53

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – FTF/RTF Processes updates
  – Formal queue review
  – Votes for publication
  – Visibility / filing for checklist
Foundations AB SIG
Foundations AB SIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Presentation on *Refactoring KerML for “MOF 3”* by Ed Seidewitz, MDS
  – Discussion of roadmap for a MOF successor
  – Briefing to the Architecture Board

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Discussion of the Systems Modeling API and Services specification and its relationship to the MOF Facility and MOF Versioning standards
  – Discussion of foundational standards beyond MOF and UML (e.g., ontological standards)
Liaison AB
Subcommittee
Liaison ABSC

- **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  - Liaison table restructured and split into parts
    - Basis for regular updates in future quarters
    - Some clean-up and refinement still to be done
    - Also DoD items – not the same kind of liaison
  - ISO Liaison update (ISO TC184)
  - New liaison relationships
    - Metaverse Standards Forum
• Asking Today (DTC/PTC TF and SIG Chairs):
  – Please let us know of any liaison relationship or standards participation you have
  – DTC and PTC Plenary reports ‘Liaisons’ sections: please follow up with details

• Future Deliverables
  – Liaisons Table: Definitive table to be re-filed in a better formal location
  – Reciprocal memberships as separate list

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Regular reports from each active liaison representative
  – Actions on relationships where liaison needed but not filled
  – Update on new and potential relationships (GBA etc.)
  – Follow up on Events Marketing idea
Architecture Board (AB)
Architecture Board

• **Recommended for Issuance (RFP)**
  – None

• **Recommend to Issue for public Comments (RFC1):**
  – None

• **Recommend for Adoption (RFP-Submission; RFC2; xTF Report):**
  – RFC2 WITHDRAWN
    • Flow-measures for iterative and continous Software Environments
  – xTF Reports
    • Precise Semantics for Uncertainty Modeling (PSUM) 1.0 FTF report
    • TDAI 1.0 FTF report
    • FIGI 1.1 RTF report
    • CSRM 1.1 RTF
    • Automated Technical Debt Measure V2 FTF report
• **In Preparation**
  – Procedural guidelines for complying with P&P under various scenarios

• **Process Improvement Future Work**
  – Improved access, structuring of guidance, template etc. material
  – Model search facilities exploration
  – Roadmaps: technical and strategic (TFs and OMG overall)

• **AB Elections:**
  – 4 candidates returned unopposed
    • Platform TC Seats
      – Matteo Vescovi
      – Elisa Kendall
    • Domain TC Seats
      – Roy Bell
      – JD Baker
      – Vacancy
  – By-election seats not filled: 2 Platform (to Dec 2024)
  – One Domain seat unfilled (to Dec 2025)
Platform Technology Committee

PTC
System Assurance (SysA) PTF
System Assurance Platform Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Bob Martin (MITRE) presented “Supply Chain System of Trust™ (Plus SBOMs, Integrity, Assurance, Risk Assessment, …)” covering several supply chain security related new and evolving standards that are meant to interoperate and be usable by both customers and suppliers for gaining trust of their supply chains and the goods in them.
  – Bob Martin (MITRE) presented “SBOM RFC update” covering the current status and history of the upcoming standard for Software Bill of Materials that merges the efforts from the CISQ/OMG Tool-to-Tool SBOM effort and the Linux Foundation’s SPDX effort.
  – Nick Mansourov (KDM Analytics) presented new work with CISQ on Automated Risk Measures for Cyber (ARM-C).
  – Joint meeting with DevSecOps working on an RPF.
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – sysa/2023-12-01 “Supply Chain Security System of Trust”
  – sysa/2023-12-02 “SBOM RFC update”
  – sysa/2023-12-03 “Automated Risk Measures for Cyber (ARM-C)”
  – sysa/2023-12-04 “SysA TF Plenary Report”

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Liaisons**
  – N/A

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – System Assurance Task Force will meet on Wednesday
  – Possible joint session with C4I on DevSecOps Standards
  – Discussion on Automated Risk Measures for Cyber (ARM-C)
  – Session on updating mapping between SFPs and CWEs
  – Discuss standardization of protocol between SARIF and TOIF standards
  – SBOM RFC submission in collaboration with CISQ and Linux Foundation’s SPDX
Analysis & Design
PTF
(ADTF)
Analysis & Design Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Elisa Kendall: Status update on languages, countries, and codes, v1.3/2.0 presentation
  – Jeff Smith: Agent and Event Submission progress presentation
  – Jim Ciarcia: Model Reusability via Discoverability presentation
  – All: Question brainstorming for the UML 3.0 RFI using a shared google doc

• Motions Passed
  – Set a new revised submission date of 18 February 2024 for the Agent and Event Metamodel and Profile (AMP and EMP)
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • AMP & EMP final submission: February 18, 2024
  – RFP/RFI Recommended
    • N/A

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Agent and Event Submission presentation
Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM) PTF
Architecture Driven Modernization PTF

- **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  - Discuss effort to produce tech integration spec between BACM and ADMPTF specs admtf/2022-03-01 (Bill Ulrich, TSG)
  - Re-charter SPMS 1.3 RTF for a few small changes prior to ISO submission under PAS
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • N/A
• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Will have coordinated with BMI for collaboration opportunities at Reston
Artificial Intelligence (AI) PTF
Artificial Intelligence PTF

• Highlights from this Meeting
  – Met on Tuesday afternoon (13 attendees, not all simultaneously), and encouraged participants to also attend the EKGF meeting on Wednesday morning and the cross-consortia AI session on Wednesday afternoon
  – Presentation on potential neural network-related standards – Konstantin Oppl (Xephor Solutions)
  – Paper from Responsible Computing consortium on “Responsible Generative AI” – Cherallenore “Vasu” Vasudevan (IBM)
  – Remarks by Doug Kiehl (Eli Lilly) about SmartMedTech
  – Remarks by Elisa Kendall on the TED AI Conference (San Francisco, 17-18 Oct.)
  – Brief news
    • Impasse in the EU AI Act negotiations ("trilogue" discussions)
    • Issuance of U.S. Executive Order on AI (what is the potential impact or opportunity?)
    • Enterprise Knowledge Graph Foundation merging into OMG
Artificial Intelligence PTF

• Deliverables from this Meeting
  – None, other than meeting notes and presentations to be posted

• Possible Future Deliverables (In-Process)
  – Potential RFP on an interchangeable model of a neural network (led by Xephor)
  – A draft knowledge graph of AI (need to find a simple, free/cheap collaborative tool)
  – Also discussed using MVF to represent the AI vocabulary – no progress

• Liaisons
  – IEEE Standards Association P3123 WG, AI Terminology & Data Formats – slow work

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting
  – Potential approval of a new co-chair
  – Initial work on drafting an RFP for a model of neural networks
  – AI taxonomy / knowledge graph / ontology
  – Update from NIST on ML ontology for industry (unclear: no-show at this meeting)
  – Report on AI IP/legal issues from Arnaud Billion (IBM) and Karl Gosejacob
  – Strategy/tactics to recruit new PTF members (esp. AI vendors)
Middleware & Related Services (MARS) PTF
MARS – Middleware And Related Services

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Received status updates on active DDS and IDL4 RTFs and FTFs
    • Purpose to maintain a link with specifications developed by MARS and gain insight on future efforts
  – Progress Report on CCM V5 RFC effort
    • Have a path forward for converting graphics out of the parent CORBA spec
    • Expect to have a draft RFC ready for review in March 2024 (Reston)
  – Cloud WG Discussion Papers Update
    • Domain Taxonomies for Cloud Data Governance DP: Reviewed and approved for publication
    • Still seeking a path forward for Standard Template for Cloud Service Agreements DP
  – Status Report on CORBA 3.5 RTF
    • Converted to markdown; added new IDL4 primitive types; nearly completed conversion of images to SVG
MARS – Middleware And Related Services

• Highlights from this Meeting (cont.)
  – CORBA WG: Worked on CORBA 3.5 RTF
  – FACE Interop WG: Provided a brief update on proof of concept status
  – IEF WG: Didn’t meet
  – IDL WG: Worked on IDL4 to C++ mapping submission
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • none
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • Domain Taxonomies for Cloud Data Governance DP

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • DDS C# API: revised submission, February 19th, 2024
    • IDL4 to Python Language Mapping, revised submission, February 19th, 2024
    • TCP/IP PSM for DDS Interoperability: revised submission, February 19th, 2024
    • Enterprise Resource Metadata Attributions (ERMA): initial submission, August 19th, 2024
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • CCM V5.0 RFC
    • IEF RA 2.0 RFC
    • DIDO RA 4.0 DP
    • Cloud Security DP (collab with Cloud Security Alliance)
    • Practical Guide to Cloud Computing V4 DP
• Liaisons
  – FACE Consortium (via FACE Interop WG)

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Review revised submissions:
    • DDS C# API
    • IDL4 to Python Language Mapping
    • TCP/IP PSM for DDS Interoperability
  – Review and publish Discussion Papers (DPs)
    • Cloud Security DP (collab with Cloud Security Alliance) -- Publish?
    • Practical Guide to Cloud Computing V4 DP – Publish?
  – Review Draft RFP/RFCs
    • CCM V5.0 RFC – Review & Issue?
    • IEF RA 2.0 – Review Draft
  – Progress report on CORBA 3.5 RTF
  – IDL, IEF, CORBA, and FACE Interop WGs to meet.
Agent PSIG
Blockchain PSIG
BCPSIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  ■ Group did not meet this quarter
• Suggest OMG P&P update that any group who don’t meet within a year automatically decharter
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
• Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  – Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • N/A
• Liaisons
  – N/A
• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Officially decharter the Blockchain PSIG due to no attendance
Data Distribution Services (DDS) PSIG
Data-Distribution Service (DDS) SIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Discussion of Reston plans.
    • It will be the 20yr anniversary of the original DDS specification.
    • We plan some presentations and a release of DDS interoperability results
  – Discussion of DDS-Security RTF issues
    • Agreed to close the 1.2 RTF addressing the high-priority issues (most are already voted) and defer the rest for the 1.3 RTF.
    • Some of these high-priority issues address protocol weaknesses and it is important to get them addressed ASAP rather than wait until all other issues are resolved
  – Discussion on how to address the interaction between DDS-Security and DDS-RPC.
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • IDL4-Python, DDS-RTPS-TCP
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Liaisons**
  – N/A

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Presentations/workshop to mark DDS 20yr anniversary
  – Release of interoperability report
  – Continue work on open RTFs
Methods & Tools PSIG
Ontology PSIG
Ontology PSIG

- **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  - Presentation: Foundations for Multicontext Modelling: semantic web-compatible vocabulary management in UML for standards, Stephen Powley, Coventry University, UK – ontology/2023-12-01
  - Presentation: Making Ontologies and Models Findable, Elisa Kendall (Thematix) – ontology/2023-12-02
  - Presentation: ACL and its properties library, Thomas Barre & Michel Sauvage (Airbus) - ontology/2023-12-03
  - Discussion: Commons Ontology Library usage and tentative plan for additional content for the 1.2 RTF – ontology/2023-12-04
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • Languages, Countries, and Codes (LCC) 1.3 RTF report (June 2024)
    • APIs for Knowledge Platforms (API4KP) 1.1 RTF report (March 2024)
    • Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) 1.2 RTF report (March 2024)
    • Commons Ontology Library 1.2 RTF report (June 2024)
    • Distributed Ontology, Modeling, and Specification Language (DOL) (June 2024)
    • New version of the Specification Metadata, which drives the spec catalog, with revisions including ontologies from Commons

• **Liaisons**
  – Possible liaison with the Pistoia Alliance with respect to the IDMP-O, Identification of Medicinal Products Ontology and the Digital Twin Consortium
  – Possible liaison with OAGi with respect to the Industrial Ontology Foundry (IOF)

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Possible update on a model driven process for standards development for the Industrial Ontology Foundry (IOF)
Charters

See separate deck
BREAK
Return at 10:45am US/Central
Business Modeling & Integration (BMI) DTF
Business Modeling and Integration (BMI) DTF

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – Met on Monday, and some of us attended the DEMI meeting on Tuesday morning
  – **Two initial submissions to the Standard Business Report Model RFP:**
    • Adaptive (Pete Rivett), with contribution from new member Auditchain Labs
    • EDM Council (Elisa Kendall)
      Note that together, these establish the multi-domain relevance of SBRM
      Re-opened the voting list until 15 Jan 2024
  – Presentation about an upcoming RFP on Statistics Interoperability (Pete Rivett)
  – Update on the Business Architecture Core Metamodel RTF (Jim Rhyne)
  – Very short updates on current FTFs (little work has been done)
    • Specification Common Elements (SCE) – *gates the other three*
    • Provenance & Pedigree Model & Notation FTF (John Butler)
    • Situational Data Model & Notation (SDMN)
    • Knowledge Package Model & Notation (KPMN)
      Some FTF extensions to be proposed at this meeting
  – Brief roadmap discussion
Business Modeling and Integration (BMI) DTF

- **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  - None (other than presentations, already on the server)

- **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  - Standard Business Report Model (SBRM) revised submission date is 13 May 2023
  - RTF / FTF reports: DMN 1.5, SBVR 1.6, SCE 1.0, SDMN 1.0, KPMN 1.0, PPMN 1.0

- **Liaisons**
  - N/A

- **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  - Hear any updates from SBRM submitters (at their discretion)
  - Potentially, a private SBRM submitters meeting
  - Presentation and approval of Statistics Interoperability RFP
  - More updates on RTFs and FTFs
  - Continue work on strategic (business) requirements management
    - Understand the impact or contribution of how SysML v2 describes requirements
  - Discuss the applicability of systems dynamics theory to complex business systems
C4I (Defense & Military)
DTF
C4I (Defense and Military) Domain Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – DEMI (Digital Engineering Model Interchange) Joint session Tuesday AM
  – MOSA Enabling Environment (EE) Working Group
    • Review of work done since the last meeting during working meetings
    • Underlying need is for Digital Engineering Modeling and Engineering Ecosystem
    • Captured 20+ use cases for a MOSA EE
  – Update on current C4IDM CMS related FTFs and RTFs
    • ALMAS, C2INav, OARIS 2.0, 2.1, 3.0, TCI 1.1, TEX 1.1, TDAI 1.0
    • Initial work on a Tactical Display Configuration Settings RFP
  – DevXOps Working Group
    • Continued draft RFP for a DevXOps high level framework and related terms and vocabulary
    • “Full Draft” expected for March meeting
  – Joint meeting with Space DTF – discussed related and relevant specs
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • None
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • None

• Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  – Technology Adoptions
    • DDS Status Monitoring – Revised Submission – March 2024
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • Draft RFP for DevXOps Framework and Terms
    • Draft RFP for Tactical Display Configuration Settings

• Liaisons
  – None

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – DevXOps Standards Working Group – “Public” Status Update and Draft RFP
  – DEMI Update? – Continuing
  – MOSA Enabling Environment Working Group
  – DDS Status Monitor update and possible demo
  – Joint meeting with Space DTF
  – Explore new standard for Tactical Display Configuration Settings
Financial Sector DTF
Financial Sector DTF

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – FIGI (Financial Instrument Global Identifier)
    • FIGI 1.1 RTF report approved, promoted to the AB
    • FIGI 1.2 RTF to update technical portion (commons, digital assets) created and empaneled
  – “Semantic Types” based on FIBO
    • Substantive conversation on how to advance possible ontology
    • Probably in collaboration with EDM Council
    • Workshop contemplated for January
  – SBRM (Standard Business Reporting Model)
    • FSDTF participated in BMIDTF review of RFP submissions
    • FSDTF is pleased by expansion of uses cases beyond financial services, and by proposed reduced citation of financial services in ongoing drafts in order to calm concerns of XBRL community that SBRM is a competitor
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – FIGI (Financial Instrument Global Identifier)
    • FIGI 1.1 RTF report approved, promoted to the AB
    • FIGI 1.2 RTF to update technical portion (commons, digital assets) created and populated

• Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  – Technology Adoptions
    • {N/A or list w/ Document #’s}
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • {N/A or list w/ Document #’s}

• Liaisons
  – Discussions with EDM Council about collaborations on AI, Registration utilities, marketing

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – FIGI
  – Semantic Types
  – Potential sustainability reporting standardization initiative discussed at September meeting, pending discussions at COP28/Dubai
Government DTF
(Gov DTF)
Healthcare DTF
Manufacturing Technology & Industrial Systems (ManTIS) DTF
ManTIS DTF

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – SysLMA RFC presentation (Raphael Barbeau – NIST)
    http://doc.omg.org/mantis/2023-12-01
  – SysLMA RFC draft update (Raphael Barbeau – NIST)
    http://doc.omg.org/mantis/2023-11-01
  – GfSE SpecIF / MoTIF and prostep ivip DDP harmonization (Uwe Kaufmann – GfSE)
    http://doc.omg.org/mantis/2023-12-02
  – Product Knowledge Framework (PKF) update (William Beavin – BOEING)
    http://doc.omg.org/mantis/2023-12-02
ManTIS DTF

• DEMI – Digital Engineering Model Interoperability joint meeting (Dec. 5, 2023)
  – Joint meeting of: BMI DTF, C4I DTF, Artificial Intelligence PTF, Analysis & Design PTF, MOSA EEWG, ManTIS DTF, Ontology PSIG,
  – See also: DEMI report
  – ManTIS’ contribution:
    • GfSE SpecIF / MoTIF and prostep ivip DDP harmonization (Uwe Kaufmann – GfSE)
      http://doc.omg.org/mantis/2023-12-02
    • Product Knowledge Framework (PKF) update (William Beavin – BOEING)
      http://doc.omg.org/mantis/2023-12-02
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • none
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • None

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • none
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • none

• **Liaisons**
  – ISO SC4, IIC, DTC
• Agenda Items and Interest for the Next Meeting(s):

  • Discussion with the Foundation ABSIG about foundational aspects of
    metamodeling raised in Product Knowledge Framework (PKF) and the
    Model Transformation and Integration Facility (MoTIF) RFP
  
  • Discuss OMG IEF relationship to ManTIS business (Mike Abramson)
  
  • Reach-out to / collaboration with related groups:
    – Digital Twin Consortium – Manufacturing WG / IIC – Smart Factory TG
    – MoSSEC / LOTAR
    – OpenMBEE / MMS
    – INCOSE DEIXWG, …
Retail DTF
Robotics DTF
Space DTF
Space Domain TF

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  
  – Reviewed initial submission response for GDDI RFP
  
  – Discussed involvement at Ground System Architecture Workshop conference
  
  – Met with C4i and discussed possible overlap between UI standards
  
  – Held discussion of RTF status and future RFPs
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  - Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  - RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  - Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  - RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • N/A

• **Liaisons**
  - None

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  - Potential RTF submissions for C2MS 1.1 and SOLM 1.1
  - Continuing drafting/submission of upcoming specification RFPs (C2MS 2.0, CUDL, C2MQ)
Mathematical Formalism (Math) DSIG
Charters

See separate deck
Thank you!!

Lunch – location TBC
See you in March – Reston, VA
March 18 – 22, 2024
OMG Q1 Technical Meeting
https://omg.org/events/2024Q1/index.htm